



WINE TASTING 
Saturday, February 10th 

Noon - 3pm 
$5 

This week we will be tasting: 

CA DEL BOSCO CUVÉE PRESTIGE 
DESIGNATION: Franciacorta.  
GRAPE VARIETIES: Chardonnay 75%, Pinot Bianco 10%, Pinot Nero 15%.  

FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO 2016 Falanghina  
Italian White - Orange blossom, honeysuckle and tropical fruit aromas lead the nose. 
On the bright palate, tangy acidity carries white peach and citrus flavors while a hint of 
Mediterranean herb marks the close. 

GIRLAN INDRA SAUVIGNON 2016 
The Sauvignon grape varietal grows in Alto Adige since more than a century. An elegant 
frame and fine consistency, with intense notes. An excellent structure that is 
flavoursome and mineral, with a persistent palate.  

https://www.winemag.com/?s=Italian%20White


CIGLIUTI LANGHE NEBBIOLO 2015  
100% Nebbiolo grapes fermented in steel vats then aged for 5 months on steel and 5 
months in Slavonian oak barrels.  On the nose layers of dark fruit and morello cherry 
are followed by a complex, dense yet rounded mouthful of earthy, smoky black fruit 
fortified by grippy tannins. 

CIGLIUTI BARBERA D’ALBA CAMPASS 2015 
100% Barbera from the Campass single vineyard in the Serraboella cru with a 
southeastern exposure at 350m above sea level.  Aged 18 months part in new barriques 
and part in second and third passage barriques.  

CIGLIUTI BARBARESCO VIE ERTE 2013  
Critical Acclaim:  Vinous 94pts.  "Cigliuti's 2013 Barbaresco Vie Erte has a level of depth 
and fruit intensity I don't remember seeing in the past. To be sure, the Vie Erte has 
always been a more nervous edgy Barbaresco than the Serraboella, yet it also has 
striking mid-palate depth. Succulent red cherry, tobacco, cedar, mint and dried flowers 
add lovely aromatic brightness and intensity. Underlying beams of tannin are present, 
yet also nicely balanced by the purity of the fruit. This is a super-classic Barbaresco 
from Cigliuti. The 2013 spent 26 months in cask.” 

Il Molino di Grace Chianti Classico Gran Selezione Il Margone 
2011 
Critical Acclaim: 

93 - James Suckling: "Lots of dried fruit aromas such as prune and strawberry. Full-
bodied, round and velvety. A solid Chianti Classico with lots of depth and fruit. Like a top 
Brunello in structure. Drink or hold. 

93 - Decanter: "I got the sense of excitement sniffing this wine that I might if I saw a 
pirate ship, its skull and crossbones at full mast. It gleams as stolen rubies might, it 
smells of powdered spices allowed only for the captain, of wooden chests and salt 
water. It is a big, impressive, exotically scented red."


